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BACKGROUND
The scope of blue economy is large in the Asia Pacific region as several states in this region have a
significant share (15-20 per cent) of marine economy in their Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the
region possess some of the most ecologically and economically important sea areas of the world.
However, adequate funds and investments are required for a sustainable ocean economy in the
region, and the current funds from conventional sources such as government and donors are
insufficient. Achieving SDG 14 by 2030 will require at least six times the resources currently allocated.
Overall, financing sources should not just include government and donor organizations but also
individuals, public & private companies and other non-governmental/inter-governmental
institutions. Within the current capital market discourse, blue economy still raises a significant
portion of its funds from ODAs (Official Development Assistance) and philanthropic grants, a move
which has largely stunted its growth.
There are several challenges ahead for the blue finance market within the region: lack of investmentreadiness, bankable projects, low private sector investments, low level of awareness and capacity
building, and inadequate understanding of potential risks in the sector. To turn these challenges into
opportunities, the most critical initiative would be the mainstreaming of the blue finance market,
which would entail the adoption and implementation of a holistic and strategic approach in the
region.
Based on this backdrop, this diginar will deliberate on the opportunities and challenges for blue
finance in the Asia-Pacific region, additionally focusing on the current issues, best practices and
geographic/market specific financing tools, and initiatives for a sustainable ocean finance.
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